Nitric oxide--a novel therapeutic for cancer.
Much research over the past two decades has focussed on understanding the complex interactions of nitric oxide (NO(.)) in both physiological and pathological processes. As with many other aspects of NO(.) biology, its precise role in tumour pathophysiology has been the cause of intense debate and we now know that it participates in numerous signalling pathways that are crucial to the malignant character of cancer. The available experimental evidence highlights contrasting pro- and anti-tumour effects of NO(.) expression, which appear to be reconciled by consideration of the concentrations involved. This review addresses the complexities of the role of NO(.) in cancer, whilst evaluating various experimental approaches to NO(.)-based cancer therapies, including both inhibition of nitric oxide synthases, and overexpression of NO(.) using donor drugs or nitric oxide synthase gene transfer. The evidence provided strongly supports a role for manipulation of tumour NO(.) either as a stand-alone therapy or in combination with conventional treatments to achieve a significant therapeutic gain.